
CSE 355 HOMEWORK FIVE

PART 1 DUE 16 APRIL 2017 MIDNIGHT, PART 2 DUE 23 APRIL 2017 MIDNIGHT

Do not waste your time and the grader’s time by submitting blank responses to the questions.
They will be deleted without comment. Make some effort to answer the questions.

PART 1 An integer x is a proper power if and only if x = ya for some integers y ≥ 1 and a ≥ 2. Let
L be the language {w ∈ {0, 1}? : w is a binary representation of a proper power}.

(1) Show that L is not context-free.
(2) Show that L is Turing decidable by giving a low-level description of a Turing machine to

decide L.
(3) Now let L′ = {w ∈ {0, 1}? : w is a binary representation of a positive integer that is the

difference between two proper powers}. Show that L′ is Turing recognizable by giving a
low-level description of a Turing machine to recognize L′.

(4) We want a deterministic Turing machine that, on input w ∈ {0, 1}?, treats w as the binary
representation of an integer n, and halts with the binary representation of n! – and nothing
else – on the tape. Give a high-level description of a Turing machine (with as many tapes
as you like) to do this.

PART 2
(5) My friend made a DFA M for language L but I suspect he has extra states in it that are not

needed. I want to delete the extra states, if there are any. So is the question “For state q of
M , if I delete state q and all transitions involving q, does the machine still accept language
L?” decidable? Explain.

(6) My friend made an NFA M for language L but I suspect he has extra states in it that are
not needed. I want to delete the extra states, if there are any. So is the question “For
state q of M , if I delete state q and all transitions involving q, does the machine still accept
language L?” decidable? Explain.

(7) My friend made a regular expression R for language L but I suspect he has more operations
in it than are needed. I want to use as few operations (union, concatenation, and star) as
possible. So is the question “For regex R, is there are regex R′ having fewer operations
than R but L(R) = L(R′)?” decidable? Explain.

(8) My friend made a PDA M for language L but I suspect he has extra states in it that are
not needed. I want to delete the extra states, if there are any. So is the question “For
state q of M , if I delete state q and all transitions involving q, does the machine still accept
language L?” decidable? Explain.
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